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Their music features a combination of melodic and a cappella sounds that will take you back to the early

days of the Temptations yet as current as Boyz II Men. 18 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Contemporary

urban, EASY LISTENING: Love Songs Details: Smooth Approach 1st album release entitled "You Got It"

is on CD, Cassette and Video in a movie format based on the lives, loves and trials of a R&B group on

the way to musical success. The lead single from the album is entitled "Everybody on the Floor (Keep

dancin')" Produced by: Jeffrey Roberson, also included are the hot tracks "You Never Find (Another love

like mine)" and "Never Enough" Smooth Approach's 2nd release single "Push'em up" moved 5,500 units

of cassettes and CD's in the greater Cleveland area alone. The group and it's concept was put together

by Jeff Roberson, producer, singer-songwriter and former drummer for his older brothers Dennis and

Danny Roberson of the vocal group "CASH". Smooth Approach was created in 1995 by Jeff with a vision

and goal to present a vocal group that has audience appeal across the board for all music lovers. The

original members of the group were: J.D. Dismuke, Lawrence Harris, Kerry Willis and Jeffrey Roberson.

Lawrence, Kerry and J.D. no longer pursues a musical career and since have moved on to everyday lives

but the former members say they truly miss the days of recording this CD album "You Got It" and they

know that those who have the chance to listen the CD will cherish abd love the music that they put their

heart and soul into. Jeffrey Roberson the founder of the group since has formed a new mellenium group

on Smooth Approach, now named SA "Smooth Approach" who has currently produced a new CD of their

own. Jeff say's the music just gets better with time just like a fine wine and the new guys brings a young

and exciting energy to the music that he produces today. Their music features a tight harmony, melodic

vocals with banging music tracks that has the flavor to blend with the R&B and Hip Hop music of today's

sounds. The group appeared in the national magazine "Right On!" in October of 1998 with stars such as
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Brandy, Usher Monica, Mase and more! The guys message and concept to all music lovers simply put is

truly a smooth approach and one you hear their music you'll never get enough!!

smoothapproach@hotmail.com Executive Hits Entertainment 16004 Broadway Ave. #205 Maple Hts.,

Ohio 44137 216.518.1740 or 216.324.4802
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